Community-Based Care and Privacy (CBCP) Home

Mission

Community-Based Care and Privacy (CBCP) engages experts and other stakeholders to identify, clarify, and validate (by consensus) information system requirements with an emphasis on privacy protection.

Our objective is to improve the delivery of community based care through better collaboration and coordination with stakeholders. These objectives are informed by privacy and consent where appropriate.

Charter

CBCP Work Products and Contributions currently focus on the areas of

- Behavioral Health in multiple settings
- Privacy and Consent
- Long Term Care (LTC)

Affiliations

The Community Based Care and Privacy Working Group participates in the Clinical Domain Steering Division. We have a joint privacy vocabulary project with the Security Working Group.

CBCP also has strong links with the Electronic Health Records (EHR), Clinical Interoperability Council (CIC) and Services Oriented Architecture (SOA) Work Groups, based on the common goal of interoperability across sectors and disciplines within Health and Human Services.
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Facilitator - M&M

Ioana Singureanu
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Facilitator - Publishing
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Facilitator - Vocabulary

Recent updates, Decisions

2021-08-10 CBCP Meeting Agenda
/Minutes DRAFT --- FHIR Discussion, Report Outs
Aug 10, 2021 • updated by Suzanne Gonzales-Webb • view change

WGM Agenda/Minutes 2021-09 SEP Virtual
Aug 04, 2021 • updated by Suzanne Gonzales-Webb • view change

2021-08-03 CBCP Meeting Agenda
/Minutes DRAFT --- Report Outs (primary), FHIR (Secondary focus)
Aug 03, 2021 • updated by Suzanne Gonzales-Webb • view change

2021-07-27 CBCP Meeting Agenda
/Minutes DRAFT --- FHIR Discussion (Primary focus)
Jul 28, 2021 • updated by Suzanne Gonzales-Webb • view change

2021-07-20 CBCP Meeting Agenda
/Minutes DRAFT --- (Report Out and other Business) FHIR CP Discussion (primary)
Jul 20, 2021 • updated by Suzanne Gonzales-Webb • view change

2021-07-13 CBCP Meeting Agenda
/Minutes DRAFT --- Report Out and other Business/ FHIR CP Discussion (primary)
Jul 13, 2021 • updated by Suzanne Gonzales-Webb • view change

2021-07-06 CBCP Meeting Agenda
/Minutes DRAFT --- Report Out and other business, (FHIR CP Discussion if time!)
Jul 06, 2021 • updated by Suzanne Gonzales-Webb • view change

2021-07-13
Jul 06, 2021 • updated by Suzanne Gonzales-Webb • view change

2021-06-22 Meeting Minutes Approval
Jul 01, 2021 • updated by Suzanne Gonzales-Webb • view change

2021-06-29 CBCP Meeting Agenda
/Minutes DRAFT --- FHIR CP Discussion
Jun 29, 2021 • updated by Suzanne Gonzales-Webb • view change
Important Links:

- HL7 Calendars
- Security Work Group
- (add) eLTSS Project Site